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IAN F. BLAKE 
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Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
Given an integer m which is a product of distinct pr imes P i ,  a method is 
given for construct ing codes over the ring of  integers modulo m f rom cyclic 
codes over GF(pi). Specifically, if we are given a cyclic (n, ki) code over GF(pt) 
with min imum Hamming distance d i ,  for each i, then we construct a code of 
block length n over the integers modulo  m with 1-[~ p~i codewords, which is 
both linear and cyclic and has min imum Hamming distance mini  d i .  
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is known (MacWilliams, 1965) that a linear cyclic (n, k) code over 
GF(q) may be viewed as an ideal in the group algebra GF(q)C~, where 
C. = (g)  is the cyclic group of order n with generator g. This interpretation 
of a cyclic code has many advantages in an investigation of the structure 
of such codes. We shall take a similar viewpoint here and first define a group 
ring RG. 
DEFINITION. The group ring RG of the ring R and finite group G is the 
set of formal sums 
rig ~, r i~R, gi6G 
i 
with addition, scalar multiplication and ordinary multiplication defined by 
Y + Y = Y + e R, G, 
i i i 
r Z rigi = Z (rri)gi, 
i i 
i j k 
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where 
" ~ ' 
gigj~gk 
When R -~ GF(q) and G ~ C~ then RG is simply the group algebra 
GF(q) Cn. I f  in addition (n, q) ~ 1 then the group algebra is semisimple 
(Curtis and Reiner, 1966) and there are many advantages in restricting 
our attention to the semisimple case. 
One of the main advantages i  that every ideal (cyclic code) in GF(q) Ca 
is a direct product of certain of the unique minimal ideals of GF(q)Ca 
and once these minimal ideals are found the structure of any other ideal 
is quite simple. The paper by MacWilliams (1965) contains a more detailed 
discussion for the case when q : 2. 
Our interest will be with the group ring Z~nCn, where Zm is the ring 
of integers modulo m. From Lambek (1966, Proposition 5, p. 64 and 
Proposition 3, p. 156), RG is semisimple if and only if R is semisimple, 
G is finite and the order of G is a unit in R. The ring Z~ is semisimple 
if and only if m is a product of distinct primes. This follows since in a 
commutative ring R the radical of the ring is the set of nilpotent elements, 
i.e., those elements of R for which r n -~ O, where n may depend on r. For 
R to be semisimple its radical must be the zero ideal, i.e., it must contain 
no nilpotent elements. In Z~,  if p~[m, m ~ kp 2, p a prime, then kp is 
clearly a nonzero nilpotent element. A unit in Z~ is any integer relatively 
prime to m. We conclude that Z~Cn is a semisimple group ring if and only if 
(i) m is a product of distinct primes and (ii) (m, n) = 1. If  m ~- Y l iP i ,  
Pi distinct primes, then this last condition is equivalent o (Pi ,  n )~ 1. 
We shall give a more compelling reason for restricting our attention to the 
semisimple case in the next section. Henceforth, the integer rn will denote 
a product of distinct primes, and (m, n) = 1. The structure of the minimal 
ideals and their generating idempotents will not be considered here. 
2. CYCLIC CODES OVER Zm 
To each element 
n--1 
a ~ Z~C. ,  a = ~ rig i, Cn = (g) ,  
i=O 
we associate the n-tuple (ro, r 1 ,..., r~_a). A cyclic shift one position to the 
right gives the n-tuple associated with ga ~ ZInC n . An ideal A in Z~C~ is a 
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subset of Z~C~ such that (i) 0 e A, (ii) if a, b e A then (a --  b) e A and (iii) 
if a e A and c is any element in Z,~C, then ca e A. 
DEFINITION. A linear cyclic code of block length n over Z~ is the set of 
n-tuples associated with the elements of an ideal of Z~nCn • 
When Zm is replaced with a finite field GF(q) then this definition is just 
that of a cyclic code over GF(q). Now GF(q) C n is a vector space over GF(q) 
and it is well known that if any subspace of GF(q)Cn has the property 
that any cyclic shift of any element in the subspace is also in the subspace, 
then this subspace is an ideal in GF(q) Cn, viewed as a ring. We can now 
make the analogy between GF(q) C n and Z,~C~. 
DEFINITION. A module M over a ring R is an additive Abelian group 
together with a scalar multiplication by elements of R which satisfy (i) 
r(m 1 + ms) = rm 1 + rm~ , (ii) (r 1 + r2)m ~- rm 1 + rm2 , (iii) (rlr~)m = rx(r2m ) 
and (iv) lm = m for all r l ,  r~ E R and ml,  m 2 e M. A submoduIe N of M 
is a subgroup of M such that rn ~ N for all r ~ R, n e N. 
Notice that Z,~C,, is a module over Z~.  I f  N is a submodule of Z,~C~ 
with the property that any cyclic shift of any element in Z~Cn is also in N, 
then N is an ideal of Z~C,~. The proof is identical to the proof for the case 
GF(q) C~. In many ways a module is a natural generalization of a vector 
space. Unfortunately the notions of linear independence and bases become 
invalid for many modules. Essentially the "natural" generalization of a 
finite-dimensional vector space is a certain class of modules, namely, those 
which are finitely generated and free. We prefer not to go into these concepts 
and note only that the notion of a basis for our codes will in general not be 
valid. We shall use the ordinary Hamming metric and distance on the Zm 
modules and submodules considered. 
The key point in the investigation is the following simple isomorphism 
which is an elementary theorem of number theory (Lang, 1971, p. 65). 
8 e .  
I f  m = I - I i= lp~ ~ , e~ ~ 1, p ,  distinct primes then 
Z ~ Z l ~ × Z~ × -.. × Z~ = [ IZ~,. , ,  
i 
where the isomorphism is exhibited explicitly by 
~b : i ~ (a ~1~, a~2),..., a'~)), 
where i e Z~ and i ~ at~)(mod P~O, i = 1,..., s. The inverse mapping, ~b -1, 
is just the Chinese remainder theorem for integers. 
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I f  
then 
~b : j ~ (b m, b(2),..., b (~)) 
~b : i + j ~ (a (1) + b m, a (2) + b(~),..., a (~) + b(~)), 
~b : i j  ~-+ (a(1)b (1), a(2)b(~),..., a(s)b(s~). 
Returning to the case where m is a product of distinct primes, we see that 
Z~ is isomorphic to a direct product of the finite fields Z~, = GF(pi) , 
i = 1,..., s. 
The above isomorphism may be used to establish the following isomor- 
phism between the group rings 
r: ZmC~ -+ Z~xC~ × Z~.C~ × "" × Z~ Cn ~ ( I  Z~C,~ ,
i=1  
n--1 n--1 n--1 
Z rigid-> Z ¢(ri)g i=  Z (a~l), a~Z),'", a~S))g i 
i=0  i=0 i=O 
. i  
_(1)_i (e)_i ~ (s) i\ 
: ui g ,  ai g ..... 2., ai g ], 
z 0 i=0 i=0 
8 
where the two representations of elements in I~i=1 Z~Cn are  equivalent and 
used where convenient. The multiplication and addition in I-IiS__i Z~Cn are 
inherited from ZmC~ under ~b, i.e., if 
a = 
and 
n--1 (a~ 1), ai -(~),..., al~))g i 
t=O 
n--1 
[b(1) h(2) b~"))gg b= E ,. J ,~J ,"', " 
j=0 
8 
are two arbitrary elements in 1-Ii=l Z~Cn then 
n--1 
and 
a + b ~ (a~ 1) _k. ~(1) _(2) - -  --(2) (s) b~,))gl 
== ~ ~i , a i  t Oi , . . . ,  a i  ~-  
i=o 
ab~ 
n--1 n--1 
(a i oj , a i u~ ,..., a i u~ )gg .  
i=0  j=O 
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That the mapping is an isomorphism is an immediate consequence of the 
fact that ~b is an isomorphism. It is clearly onto, preserves addition and 
has {0} as a kernel. We verify only that it preserves multiplication. 
= Z ~ ~b(r,r,')g*g ~ 
i j 
i j 
n--1 
Now let A be an ideal in ZmC~ consisting of the elements {(Y'.i=0 rlJ)gi)}, 
where j runs over some index set K to give successively each element of A. 
Let the image of these elements under ¢ be the set 
,[n@la(1, i n-1 ) I  l(2a~l)gi)(D'(~i-(2)-i'(J) ~ 
where j again runs over the index set K. Denote by A~ the set of distinct 
elements {(~i-0 a~*)gi) (~)} as j runs over K, for l = 1, 2,..., s. Since A is an 
ideal in ZmC~, it is closed under subtraction and multiplication by elements 
of Z~Cn. It follows that Az is an ideal of Z~Cn for 1 = 1, 2,..., s, since 
it also contains the zero element, is closed under subtraction and multiplica- 
tion by elements of Z~C~. 
DEFINITION. If  Br is an ideal in Z~Cn, l = 1,..., s then the direct 
product of ideals Bx X B2 X "" X B8 in YIi~l Z~Cn is defined as the set 
of elements 
{(b m, b(~),..., b<s)), b(O ~Bi} , 
where all possible combinations of elements are considered and, as before, 
addition and multiplication are defined component wise. The direct product 
8 8 rIi=l Bi is an ideal of 1-Ii=l Z~C,~. 
To show that the image of an ideal A in ZmCn, which we denote by 
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z(A), in 1--1~=1 Z~C~,  is a direct product of the ideals A~, I = 1,..., s, defined 
above, it is sufficient o show that if 
n--1 n--1 
a-~ Z rig i ~ A ~ Z (a~ 1),''', a~S))g i 
/=0 /=0 
1 ~-~n--1 then the element T- (Z.i=o (0, a (z) , 0,..., i .... . O)gi)e A. This follows since the 
element r e Z~ such that ¢(r) = (0, 0,..., 0, 1, 0,..., 0), where the one is in 
the/ - th  position, is such that 
ra : r rig i ~-~ (0, 
z 0 i=0 
(o O, , O)g ~. , O, a i  , . . . .  
Thus every ideal A in ZmC~ is isomorphic to a direct product of ideals A~ 
of Z,C~,  l = 1 .... , s. By retracing the argument it is easily seen that the 
direct product of ideals A l in Z,C~ is isomorphic to an ideal of ZmCn. 
Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the ideals of ZInC n 
and the direct product of ideals in I~=l  Z~Cn,  and once the ideals of Z,C  n 
are known, every ideal of Z~C~ may be obtained by taking an appropriate 
direct product and applying the inverse map T -1. 
An ideal of Z,C  n is a cyclic code of block length n over GF(pi). For 
the case where (Pi,  n) = 1, i -~ 1, 2,..., s the structure and methods for 
determining these codes is fairly well understood. Our reasons for restricting 
attention to the case where m is a product of distinct primes and (m, n) = 1 
is thus twofold. In the first instance, we can construct any ideal in ZInC ~ 
from ideals of Z~C~ and methods for constructing these ideals are well 
known. Secondly, in considering ideals of Z~C n it is generally simpler 
to restrict attention to the case (Pi, n)= 1. We now formulate more 
explicitly the method of obtaining the codes over Z~n and their properties. 
Suppose we have a set of (n, ki) codes A t over GF(pi) with distance di, 
i = l ..... s. The direct product of these codes is isomorphic to a code A 
over Zm. From the construction of the direct product, the code has 
1-[i~l Pi* codewords and, of course, a block length of n. From the properties 
of ideals, the code over Z~ is linear in that the sum of any two codewords, 
over Z~,  is a codeword and all scalar multiples over Z~ of a codeword, 
is again a codeword. The code is cyclic in the usual sense. It will be seen 
that the code has distance mini(di). To exhibit the construction of the code 
x~- i  a '~)"i ~ (aCo~',..., a~ l )  be a codeword over Z~ more explicitly let a,. = ~i=o i 6 
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$ 
in A~ over GF(pj), j = 1, 2,..., s then the element in I~i=l A~ corresponding 
to this selection of elements is just 
-[ (1) i ~ a(2) i w a(S) i~ 
ai g '2~ i g ' " "2 .a  i g )  
which is identified under the inverse map "r -1 with the element 
n-1  
E o~ig i e ZmCn, 
i=0  
where ai = ¢-l(a~ 1~, a~ a) ..... a~S'), and with this element of Z~,~C n we identify 
the n-tuple (~0,0¢1 , ' " ,  Otn-1), a codeword over Z~.  A more concrete realization 
of the procedure is as follows: list the n-tuples corresponding to the element 
a jo fZ~jCn , j=  1 .... ,s as follows: 
al (a(ol), a(1) _(i) ~- i ,'", an- i )  E Z~IC n 
a~ (a~ 2), a (2) (~) " 
= 1 ~'"~ an- l )  ~ Z~eCn 
• o 
(4t = an_l) ~ Z~sC n 
Then the first coordinate position of the corresponding n-tuple in 
Z~C~ is obtained from the first coordinate position of these n-tuples as 
~b-X(a~o 1), ~o"(~),..., ~o"(ShJ and similarly for the other coordinate positions. From 
this formulation it is clear that the minimum distance of the code over Z,~ 
can at most be mini(all) since if (s - -  1) of the above n-tuples are all zeros 
and the other n-tuple is of weight mini(de), then a codeword over Z~ of 
weight mini(all) is obtained. However any codeword over Z~ is at least 
of weight min~(di) since the only way a zero can result in any coordinate 
position is to have zeros in that coordinate position of each of the s n-tuples. 
s /c 
We mention again that since the code has YL=I Pd codewords it will not, 
in general, have a basis in the usual sense of the word. Every ideal A of Z~C~ 
may be obtained in the above manner by choosing the ideals As, l = 1,..., s 
appropriately. In summary, a collection of (n, k~) codes over GF(pi) of 
8 distance di, i = 1,..., s, yields a code of block length n over Zm, m = I-[i=l Pi, 
$ 
with I-Ii=a P~* codewords with minimum distance mini(di). 
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3. EXAMPLE 
As an example of the foregoing theory consider the group ring Z15C 8 which 
is isomorphic to Z3C 8 × ZsC s . We take the (8, 3) code over Z 3 = GF(3) 
with generator 
gl(x) - l + x + x 2 + 2x 8 + x 5 
as the ideal A 1 of ZsC s and the (8, 2) code over Z 5 ~- GF(5) with generator 
g2(x) = 2 + 2x + x 2 + x a + 2x 5 + x n 
as the ideal A 2 of ZsC s . The ideal A 1 has distance 5 and the ideal A 2 
distance 6. Thus the ideal A = A1 × A2 over Zls has 3 3 × 5 2 codewords 
and distance 5. As an example of the calculation of code vectors of the 
ideal r-l(A), we consider the element in 7-1(A) obtained from (al,  a2) ~ A, 
corresponding to the respective generator polynomials, i.e., 
a 1 ---- (1, 1, 1, 2, 0, 1,0,0) ~A 1 
and 
a 2 = (2,2, 1,0, 1,2, 1, 0) ~A2.  
The first coefficient of the element in Z15C s corresponding to the element 
(al, a2) in A1 × A 2 is given by ~b-~(1, 2) = 7, the second by ~b-l(1, 2) = 7, 
the third by ~b-l(1, 1) = I, etc., to give the product 
al × a2 = (7,7, 1,5 ,6 ,7 ,6 ,0 )~A.  
4. COMMENTS 
Several aspects of the group ring Z,~Cn have not been considered. For 
example, it may be possible to obtain a polynomial description of the ideals 
similar to that for codes over a finite field, although working with polynomials 
over the ring Zm will not be so straightforward. Also we can replace C~ 
with any other group, such as an arbitrary Abelian group, much as Abelian 
group codes are defined over a finite field. Unfortunately, it does not seem 
possible to define codes over Zm where m is an arbitrary integer in the manner 
described in this note. This is due to the fact that, from the isomorphism 
Zm ~ ~I  Z~**~ , 
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8 e .  where m ~ I - I t= lP i  ~, we would require codes over Z~,  which are, as yet, 
not available. The resulting roup ring would not be semisimple as Z~ has 
nilpotent elements, and this would tend to cause difficulties in the investiga- 
tion. 
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